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Part C (i) – English/ 


 Modern

AAncint   BRecent  CCast  DUPdate

 Protects

ADeserts   BDeprives  CDefends  DSecures

 Rita is a very ------ girl, She knows where she wants to be in five year’s time and how she is 

going to get there

Aambitious   Barrogant  Cshobby  DWealthy

 If you want to pass that exam, I ------- you to start studying for it immediately

Aadvise   Bpush   Cconvince  Dadvice



Questions 55 & 56  are related to proverb Choose correct meaning of the proverb from the option given below:  

55. To have an are to grind  

A) A private end to serve   B) To have no result 

C) To fail to arouse interest   D) To work for both sides 

56. To drive home 

A) Back to original Position   B) To return to place of  rest    

C) To find one’s roots    D) To emphasise

 The moment the manager came to know fraudulent action of his assistant, he order Immediately dismissed him

A) Immediately ordered his dismissed  B) Ordered for immediately dismissal of  him 

C) immediately order dismissal of his  D) Ordered his immediate dismissal

 No Sooner do the bells ring than the curtain rose

A) a had the bell rung    B) did the bells ring 

C) had the bell rang    D) did the bell ring 

 You Should avoid to make such stupid mistakes.

A) Avoid to made    B) avoid to have   

C) avoid make    D) avoid making 
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Question 60 is related to Synonyms. Please select the correct Synonym : 

 Lethargy

A) Awakening    B) Vivacity  

C) Laxity     D) Vitality

Question 61 – 70: Choose the correct option 

 It seems a shame to call off the project after all the hardwork you have _________ in.

A) dig   B) give  C) cave   D) put

 I would have bought a new car for her but it ____________ too expensive

A) were   B) are  C) can   D) was

 There are 120 applicants for every vacancy so its not very easy to ____________ in.

A) call   B) give  C) put   D) get

 Lets play __________ volleyball

A) a    B) an  C) No article  D) the 

 We must finish it ____________ we leave.

A) until   B) before C) When  D) as soon as 

 He has always been _____________ very good boy.

A) No article   B) a  C) an   D) the

 The history test difficult ______________ the English one was easy

A) but   B) and  C) so   D) because

 Workout is necessary ___________ health

A) by   B) in  C) for   D) to

 We are going to watch a movie ____________ this coming Friday

A) to   B) in  C) on   D) from

 Complete Shutdown ________________ observed today against new law.

A) can be   B) is being C) is been  D) was been 
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Read the following comprehension and answer questions : 71 – 75 

 He  saw nothing. He had no knife or sharp instrument, the grating of the window was of iron and he had too often 

Assured himself of its solidity. His furniture consisted of a bed, a chair, a table, a pail and jug. The bed had iron clamps, but 

They were screwed to the wall and it would have required a screwdriver to take them off. 

 Dantes had but one resource which was to break the jug and  with one of the sharp fragments attack the wall. He 

Left the jug fall on the floor and it broke in pieces. He concealed two or three of the sharpest fragments in his bed. Leaving 

The rest on the floor. The breaking of the jug was too natural an accident to excite suspicion, and next morning gaoler went 

Grumblingly to fetch another, without giving himself the trouble to remove the fragments. Dantes heard joyfully the key  

grate in the lock as guard departed.  

 Dantes was planning to

A) make his escape    B) carve his name   

C) lease the guard    D) call for breakfast

 Dantes probably broke the jug

A) in the morning    B) after breakfast   

C) during the night    D) at exactly 3 pm

 The guard left the fragments because he

A) was too lazy to bother   B) wished to punish Dantes   

C) didn’t notice them    D) wanted Dantes to clear up

 Dantes was in

A) a hostel     B) a dining  

C) a prison     D) an army barrack

 Dantes heard the key grate in the lock when the 

A) storeroom was opened   B) cell door was opened   

C) cell door was shut    D) storeroom was shut
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